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It is well known that a homomorphism g of a field K into a field
K' is necessarily an injection. In fact, if a belongs to the kernel of g we
must have a:0, since otherwise E @) .v @-r) : v (e.a-t) : g (1) : 1
is in contradiction with E (o) :0. Thus a field homomorphism does
not seem to be an interesting object.
However, one can conceive the notion of a field homomorphism
in a broader sense, by admitting as image-element also an element
oo (infinity) that is adjoined to K'.If now a eK, e +0 and if
v @) :0, we must have g (o-t) : oo. tr'or this symbol oo we define
,computation rules which are well known from complex function
theory, namely:
a'  {  a ( :  oo I  a ' ,ot  course) :6 '3,
oo + oo is not defined,
q . ' .  @  ( :  c o .  e ' ) : * i f . a ' t ' 0 ,
oo. oo : oo,
0. co (or oo. 0) is not defined.
Here a'denotes an arbitrary element of K'. By definition, a field
homomorphism g must preserve any relation between elements of K
as Íar as the operations remain defined after applying g. In other
words, E @ * b) : E @) -l q (ó) and E@ b) : v@). EQ) whenever
.q(a) 
* q(b), E@) . q(b), respectively, is defined.
We may also adjoin such an element a to K itself. It causes no
confusion that we use the same symbol for this, in the same way as
we always write 0 and 1 for the zero and one of all fields considered.
By definition (of a field homomorphism), always q(0) : 0, q(1) : 1,
9(oo) : oo.
For shortness we shall continue to write E: K --> K', without
adding the elements oo in this notation. In other words, we tacitly
view any field as supplemented by such an element oo. Henceforth,
whenever we use such a formula E : K -> K', we also assume that
the image of g coincides with K' , i.e., that g is a homomorphism of
K onto K'. Instead of homomorphism oÍ K onto K' we shall speak
oÍ a specialization ol K onío K'.
The obtained notion of a Íield specialization is a very natural one
and hence it has important applications (in particular to algebraic
number theory and algebraic geometry). An example of a field
specialization is the following:
Consider all complex functions which are holomorphic in the
neighbourhood of the origin of the complex plane, except that in
the origin itself they may have a pole. These functions form a field
and for g we may take the homomorphism that assigns to each
such function its value in the origin. The Íunctions which are
holomorphic in the origin remain finite. The Íunctions having a
pole at the origin are getting the value infinite.
2. valuation
The theory of such field specializations has been developed by
Krull in a paper [10] of 7932. To be precise: Krull considers a
different object in that article, namely a "general valuation of a
field", but in Íact this is equivalent to a field specialization. In the
given example of the holomorphic functions, the valuation coÍTe-
sponding to g assigns to a function its order at the origin as a zeÍo
or a pole.
To explain this equivalence of field specialization and valuation,
we first define what we shall mean by a valuation of a commutative
group.
Let C be a commutative group (multiplicative) and S a subset of
C such that the two following conditions are satisfied:
(i) S is multiplicatively closed.
(ii) a e G, o É S implies a-L e S.
Put S-1 : {x-r' r e S}, then U: S n S-1 is a subgroup of G




In this picture of C we imagine a and a-ttolie always symmetrical-
ly. In G we now have a "total pre-order" by writing a { á whenever
bla e S.
We remark that a ( ó and b 1q simultaneously if and only if
bla eU.If now we pass to the residue class group l: GIU we
thus get a total order in f, which is compatible with the group
structure. In other words, f is a (totally) ordered group. We shall,
very illogically, write J- additively, since in the more simple appli-
cations this group is known as an additive group and since in this
way the symmetry between the positive and the negative part of -/-
is more intuitive. The natural mapping
G - - > l
is the aq.lwation deterrnined by (G, S) and l- is called the aalwe group
of the valuation.
The application we are going to make of this is the following:
For G we take the multiplicative group K* of our field K and for S
the set of all elements of K* which remain finite after application
of E. The requirements are fulfilled and hence g determines a valu-
ation a of the multiplicative group K*. It is not difficult to see that
for this valuation we have
(1) w(a i b) ) min (ut(a), u(b)) for any a, b e K*.
Now, a general valuation of a field K is defined as a homomorphism
w: K* --> |
of the multiplicative group K* of K onto a totally ordered additive
abelian group J-, such that (1) holds.
If we wish, we may adjoin to f trvo elements -oo and foo,
which we subject to the rules
c * (-oo)
a * ( f o o )  : + o o ,
( -* )  * ( - " 'o)  : -oo,
( * " " )  * ( * - )  : f o o ,
(-*) * (*"") is not defined,
- o o ( a ( f c o ,
ïor any a e f (and, of course, -oo ( -oo, +oo < *"o). We put
ïl,(0) : foo,a(oo)
IÍ such a valuation is given, it determines conversely a field
homomorphism in the following way:
Put  O:  {x ;x  eK,w(x)  >  0 } ,  then O is  a  r ing  and P -
{x; x e K, w(x) > 0} is the unique maximal ideal of O. Define
q: O --> OIP
as the natural homomorphism and ptlt E@): oo if a e K, & É O.





Thus specialization of K and valuation of K are two aspects of
the same concept, the additive and the multiplicative aspect,
respectively. These two aspects supplement each other.
Since we shall often make use of the fact, we remark the Íollowing:
From the definition of a valuation it follows that u(a) < w(b\
implies w(a * b) : w(a).
3. extension and restriction
If Z is an extension field of K and y: L --> Z' a specialization,
then rp induces a specialization of K, which we denote by glK and
which is called the restriction oÍ y to K.
If conversely a specialization g : K --> K'is given, it can always be
extended to a specialization of Z (in general in several ways). This
follows from the fundamental extension theorem which we shall
formulate.
By a specialization of an integral domain R we understand a
homomorphism with a prime ideal as its kernel; thus the rest class
ring R' is again an integral domain. Now, the extension theorem
mentioned is the following:
If Z is a field that includes the inteeral domain R and if ar : R +R'
U P
is a given specialization, then there always is an extension of g
to a specialization of. L into the algebraic closure of the field of
quotients of R'.
For the proof see [16], p. 4I4; or [1B]; or [13], chapter l; or [11],
p. 11; or l3l, p. 44.
4. composite specialization
Simiiarly as we have the concept of a composite function, lve
can speak of a composite specialization that arises if we apply one
specialization after another:
Q, Q, ,t - +  K '  ' - )  K "
t
q
thus g : E' o g'. Then E is called composite with E'.
We shall invariably denote the valuation ring and the valuation
ideal by O and P, often with subscripts attached to indicate the
specialization to which they belong. As subscript we use for instance
the specialization itself or the field that is specialized. Here we
apply the following notation:
In K, to E correspond O and P.
In K, to g' correspond O' and P'.
In K' , to g" correspond O" and P".
Then we have the following: P' c P c O c O' , P' is also aprime
ideal in O and O' : Op', the ring of quotients of O with respect
to P'.
Op,
If conversely a specialization E : K -> K" is given with valuation
ring O and valuation ideal P and if P' is a prime ideal in O which
differs from 0 and from P, then P is composite with a specialization




The prime ideals of a valuation ring are mutually totally ordered
by inclusion.
If 0 and the valuation ideal P are the only prime ideals of a
valuation ring O belonging to a specialization g, then q is said
to be of rank one. A specialization of rank one is characterized by
the fact that the value group is isomorphic to a subgroup of the
additive group of the real numbers.
If O has only a finite number of prime ideals, then the speciali-
zation is said to be of fir,ite rank. Such a specialization can be fac-
torized into a finite number of steps of rank one.
For further information concerning specializations and valuations
we refer in the first place to the standard work [18] of Zariski and
Samuel, furthermore to [10]; [13], chapter I; [8], chapter XVII;
[11], chapter I; l3l, chapter II; [14]; l2l; l7).
5. rnultiplicity
Let K be a field and I a finitely algebraic extension of K. Let
y : L --> L' be a specialization. Then g induces a specialization
g : K --> K' , so g : ,llK and g is an extension of g.
In this thesis we study the multiplicity of such an extension.
This multiplicity we define in the following way (cf. Barsotti
V1,p.362).
Let .l/ be the normal closure of Z over K. Since -L is a finitely
algebraic extension of K, also I' must be a finitely algebraic
extension of K'. By Proposition 2 we get all possible extensions of
g: K -> K' to a specialization of I into the algebraic closure
-;K' of. K' as follows: Take an arbitrary fixed specialization I of l/
into I{, that induces E : K -.> K'. Let or, . . . 6n be the isomor-
phisms of I into N, which induce the identity on 1{ (the so-called
isomorphisms oaer K), each of them being written í.nslL : K] times.
Here inslL:Kl denotes the degree of inseparability of LlK.'then
from galois theory it follows that n : lL: Kl. We shall call {X, " oi,\
a complete system of extensions to I of the given specialization q.
Proposition 2 says that we have obtained all possible extensions,
but in general there will be repetitions. In other words, lve get a
complete system of extensions of g to L by keeping the speciali-
zation of ly' fixed, "turning I around K" ancl noting which speci-
alizations are then respectivelv induced in Z.
The number of times ? occurs in such a complete system o{ ex-
tensions is called the multiplicity of rp. In this way each extension
obtains a positive multiplicity and their summation, taken over
all d,ifferent extensions is exactly n: lL:K]. We shall denote the
multiplicity of g over K by rn or more extensively by mtil(tp,LIK).
In this thesis now, it is proved thatmwt(tp,LlK) is the product of
three integers:
mul(tp, LIK) : e. inslL' : K'). .pk.
Here p is the characteristic oï K' (: the characteristic of L,), h is
an integer ) 0, whereas the meaning of B is the following: The
value group I, of the valuation corresponding to g can be interpret-
ed in a natural way as a subgroup of the value group J., belonging
to g. Then t : (f 
, 
: Tr), i.e., the index oÍ this subgroup.
We call h the deliciency and e the ratnilication index of the ex-
tension.
Il pr: L -> L', and yr: L -> L', are isomorphic extensions (of
E' .  K -> K' to special izat ions of L into K')  and hence 2,,  and.L,,
are conjugate over K', then, of course, they have the same multi-
plicity. Il {r1} are the different isomorphisms of I, into K-, then
the different extensions which are isomorphic to g are exactly
{ri 
" 
tp}. Hence their number is sepfL' : K']. The valuations be-
longing to isomorphic specializations cannot be distinguished, since
they have the same valuation ring. If therefore we consid.er the
valuations u, and zo, instead of the specializations g and g, then
the extension has a multiplicity which is sep[-, : K,] times greater,
i .e . ,
(2) mu,l(w,, LIK) : e I ph ,
where Í: lL': K']. This I is called tine resid,ual degree of the ex-
tension.
The complete system of the z extensions of the specialization
E: K --> K' splits up ïnto subsystems of mutually isomorphic ex-
tensions, namely z, extensions isomorphic to tp and similar sub-
systems with number fi2,. . . nr, hence n: /\ + . . . ar. We shall
thereÍore call ruwl(w,I/K) shortly nr. To each subsystem there
belong integers e, Í, h. We thus have n, : Z e Í ph, where the sum-
mation is over the non-isomorphic extensions.
This result was known Íor the special case oÍ valuations of rank
one (cf. Ul; l2)). In a recent paper [5], Cohen and Zariski have
derived (for general valuations) the weaker resalt n 1 Z e I with
the same methods which are used in this thesis. These methods
are already to be found in the cited fundamental paper of Krull.
The proof of (2) is essentially carried out in three steps:
1. reduction to the case that l, is galois over K,
2. application of the Hilbert theory and reduction to the case
multiplicity : 1,
3. ïactorization of the given specialization into a finite number of
specializations of a simpler kind (for valuations of finite rank a
factorization into valuations of rank one can be used, of course).
The proof of Proposition 2 is given here by adjoining indetermi-
nates to the field, a method systematically applied by l(ronecker.
Therefore we need the well known Proposition 1, which tells us that
the adjunction of indeterminates does not offer difficulties.
The name pl,ace, oÍten used for a field specialization, has here been
avoided, since it may be practical to reserve this name Íor speciai
specializations.
$ r. Extensions of a specialized field
r. the adjunction of indeterminates
Let a field specialization g'. K -> K' be given. Let I be an in-
determinate over K, i.e., an indeterminate that is acljoined to K.
Thus we consider the field K(l). We now want to extend q to a
specialization of K(l) such that I becomes, after speciaiization, an
indeterminate over K', which we shall again denote by l. We shall
say: I is not specialized.
Let O, P be the vaiuation ring and the valuation ideal belonging
to E : K -.> K'. Let lQ) e Olt), hence l(l) is a polynomial with
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